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*Les chevaux et les chiens du roi à Versailles* and *Dans l’ombre de la cour* complete William Ritchey Newton’s painstaking reconstruction of the buildings, apartments, services, and officeholders of Versailles between 1682 and 1789. Two previously published books, *L’Espace du roi* and *La petite cour*, outlined the royal household services at Versailles.[1] The current titles move out of the *maison du roi* and the palace proper to the stables and the hunt, and bring us to the less dignified shops and taverns proliferating in the fringes of the palatial complex.

Newton’s work on the king’s horses and dogs opens with a brief general introduction explaining his priorities and methods. For every single service discussed, the author follows the same trajectory. He first explains and lists the hierarchy from leading officeholders to lesser staff, then moves to a second section devoted to numbers, costs, and reforms. A shorter third section provides a detailed “virtual tour of the buildings,” while an extended fourth section outlines the documentary history of all buildings and apartments.

This procedure is followed for all stable services present at Versailles: the *grande écurie* catering to the king’s horses, the *petite écurie* responsible for the king’s carriages, and the queen’s *écurie*—French queens had their own full households. The book then moves to the services for the hunt, the key outdoor entertainment at most royal courts. The French royal establishment for the hunt, the *grande vénérerie*, included several specialised departments training and maintaining horses, hunting dogs, and birds of prey. The deer hunt was the focus of the *vénérerie*, boar hunts were organised by the *vautrait*, and birds and small prey were the responsibility of the *fauconnerie*. Wolves were the domain of the *louveterie*. Finally, the *vol du cabinet* was a miniature falconry attached to the chamber staff of the palace. Newton discusses all these services, but provides a tour and a documentary history for the two main buildings only: the *grand chénil* (kennel) and the *hôtel de la louveterie*.

There is no general conclusion, but an appendix with sixteen tables provides useful information mostly on numbers, costs, and reforms. Newton cites numerous archival documents and frequently uses letters and memoirs on the French court, but only incidentally cites secondary literature. An overview of archival materials is included, but there is no bibliography. The book does include an index of persons.
Newton's shorter work on the “shadowy fringes” of the court carefully traces the gradual extension of the “baraques” around the palace. In Louis XIV’s reign, very few baraques were allowed in the vicinity of the palace, and none of them visibly disturbed its grand architecture. This changed rapidly after his reign, and Newton shows in great detail how an indecorous strip of improvised constructions gradually proliferated along the walls of the approaches to the palace, obstructing its grand perspective. The initiative for this market-like construction of pavilions offering beverages, fast food, and services to passers-by originated in the palace itself. Officeholders at court brokered permissions to open shops for their followers and dependents. Moreover, the services offered were useful for court staff living in apartments without facilities for cooking. A chain of rights, privileges, and expected benefits connected the shopkeepers to the lower ranks of guard and household services, and to leading court dignitaries.

The history of this gradual expansion is presented with verve and precision in the first seventy pages of the book. Newton outlines the topography of the process and shows the ongoing attempts by palace administrators to regulate the shopkeepers. He does this first for the locations closest to the palace, the pourtour du chateau, then moves on to the rue de la Chancellerie, and finally to the hôtel de Limoges. These three locations form the basis for individual documentary histories, which together take up more than half of the book. A brief section on the nouveau marché of Versailles provides a comparative outlook. Again, there is no conclusion or bibliography, but Newton does include an index of persons and a list of archival materials. Finally, an appendix recapitulates the information in four very useful overviews, listing, among others, the dates of concessions of baraques with their “protectors” at court, and the trades of the occupants.

These two books together underline Newton’s reputation as an erudite specialist. His explanations of staffs and officeholders are on the whole pertinent and entertaining. Newton has an unsurpassed knowledge of the archival history of Versailles and its occupants. Much of the information presented here can be seen as definitive. The dense framework of references to archival materials supports the reliability of the work, which will form a necessary starting point for future researchers. Moreover, the section on the shops emerging around the court breaks new ground. The outlines of the stables and hunt are more familiar from earlier studies, yet among the numerous details presented here, there are relatively unknown and interesting cases. Newton includes, for example, a rich and entertaining chapter on the training and daily routines of the pages in the court stables (pp. 147-192) and also presents details about the animals at court not usually found in the literature.

Newton’s erudition has a downside. The lengthy documentary histories inserted in the text suggest a work of reference rather than a monograph. Most readers will skip or quickly scan these sections. Newton frequently introduces leading officeholders with long quotes taken from Saint-Simon’s memoirs, an entertaining but somewhat risky procedure, as the duke was keen on blackening his adversaries at court. More importantly, the author rarely relates his findings to the secondary literature. He seems to have made a clear choice against involvement in academic debates. Readers will have to find out for themselves the extent to which Newton’s account jives with accepted interpretations about Versailles, and where it extends or changes those interpretations. Newton’s work can be read as a microhistory of a small piece of life and privilege at court, but there are neither references to the work of William Doyle nor general conclusions about the nature of officeholding.[2] Likewise, while the two books provide detailed examples of the contacts between the court and its urban environment, mostly through lower staff (whether enjoying the privileges of formal office, hired on the basis of commission, or operating the baraques), there is little general reflection on these important matters, and Newton does not seek to connect his work to other publications in this field.[3]

What do these books tell us about the French court between 1682 and 1789? Newton discusses attempts to reduce and reform the court throughout the eighteenth century, particularly in the 1780s, but he does not provide a general conclusion in either of these books. Implicitly, Newton’s work seems to confirm Leonhard Horowski’s recent authoritative monograph on the court in this period, written in German
but now in the process of translation.[4] Horowski underlines the semi-monopoly of leading families at court over the distribution of honours and the tenacious grip of these families on court offices.

Newton deserves praise for his learned oeuvre on the French court, and for these two recent additions to it. His unmatched knowledge of detail has been acknowledged in France, where the author has received a number of prestigious prizes. These two new books will find an enthusiastic audience among francophone aficionados of Versailles. Newton’s choice or inclination to steer clear of wider academic debates and to assemble materials rather than to present clear conclusions will, however, limit the resonance of his work among historians worldwide.
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